
GTA=>  PSAC local 610   =>   http://www.psac610.ca/ 

1313 Somerville House (across from Weldon Library) Office Hours: Monday - Friday: 10am - 2pm   

ISSUE INFO Suggestions  

TA hours and 

duties 
specification  

Understand The Structure Of The Duties Specification Letter (DSL) 

Within three weeks of a TA’s acceptance of an Offer of Employment, each TA will sit 
down with his/her supervisor to discuss his/her DSA. This document indicates what 

duties a TA is expected to perform and the number of hours it is anticipated that each 
assigned task will take. Both the TA and TA supervisor must sign the DSA indicating 

that they mutually agree to the terms of the contract as specified. It is crucial to 

remember that a TA cannot be expected to work more than 140 hours per term. It is 
very important that you encourage the TAs in your department to track their hours so 

they do not incur a situation of overwork and/or so that they can inform their 
supervisor when they predict they are likely to go over their hours as assigned. 

- No need to answer any e-mails outside of  9 to 5/ 

or any unreasonable hour.  
- If you feel swamped with e-mails=> talk to your 

prof. about it=> answering e-mails is part of your 
TA duties 

- Feel free to forward e-mails to your prof if don't 

feel  that you're in the position to answer 
To help you keep track of the hours you work, you 

can use the log sheet available on the Local’s 
website at: 

http://www.psac610.ca/Documents/hours-log-sheet 

 

Lump Sum 

payment  

For the 2014-15 academic year, GTAs will no longer receive a one-time payment in November and/or March and/or July – commonly known 

as the “lump sum”. Instead, the amount of the “lump sum” will be divided evenly between your monthly paycheques. There is no reduction 
in the overall pay for GTAs. 

This means that GTAs should not budget for a “bonus” payment in November and/or March and/or July. Your monthly paycheques will 

instead be greater each month. In our last round of collective bargaining, this change was made in an admittedly small effort to mitigate the 
financial hardship many GTAs face. All negotiated raises are still calculated above the minimum funding promises of the university. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact Dave Blocker, Local President, or your Chief Steward. 

Extended 
Health Plan 

(EHP) 

The EHP also lets you get reimbursed for services you might otherwise not get 
covered, it tops up the cost of prescriptions, and it lets you cover, at least a little, 

family members that might otherwise get coverage on your plan. 
The EHP grants up to $499 per academic year to all teaching assistants. It covers all 

and only claims for the academic year in which you have a teaching assistant position. 
You can file a claim as soon as you have an expense and you have until the end of 

the next September to file your claim.  

 
 

For last year expenses you still have time till the end of the month. 
For the academic year 2013 - 2014: Receipts must be dated on or before August 31 

2014 and claims must be submitted by September 30 2014. 

For this year (2014-2015)=> by September 2015 
 

No need to accumulate expenses=> claim expenses 
as they occur=> lesser burden  

Claim through SOGS first=>keep the copies of your 

docs !!! always!  
Keep receipts and referrals and documents 

confirming how much were you covered by another 
health coverage provider (ex.SOGS) 

Then send these docs and supporting documents 

(proving that you're TA: copy of your TA contract) 
and EHP application form => to GTA's EHP 

Administrator and Researcher: Dylan 
Gault (ehp@psac610.ca) 

 

If they are being slow or non-responsive=> let me 
know=> I'll shake them.  

Signing Union 
Cards 

Become a member in good standing simply by signing your blue union card every 
academic year. You must sign your union card in order to be eligible for union 

benefits, vote, etc. The blue union cards are available in the office. 

 

TA job 
postings 

On the web page 
http://www.psac610.ca/index.php/2-uncategorised/29-jobs 
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